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Traction Control
By Rick Mammel, RSR President
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Every week I call my Mother
back in Vancouver Island,
Canada. Living on an island in
the Northwest, the Pacific Ocean,
as like the Great Lakes, has a
perverse effect on the weather.
So the conversation starts out
with “what’s new…… I don’t know
any new” and then into a full
20 minutes of the entire week’s
weather both past and pending. It is a dominant event
in her life since the radio is on all day and tuned to CBC
Radio. Besides Canadian politics the only other thing they
talk about is the weather, updated every 10 minutes just
in case you can’t see outside. I am sure these 30 years
of calls home have lead me to the “If I can’t change it, I
don’t care mode.” No matter how you spin it, we tend to
be driven by weather and the length of daylight. As I write
this we are only 1 month away from the longest day of the
year. Then it’s downhill to winter from there. Some may
notice they had frost on their cars just two mornings ago.
Message here, if you have not taken to the road yet with
your favorite ride, no time like the present. Yes, I know
we have had a lot of rain recently but I just like to think
of that as a free car wash. Granted people are affected
differently by weather, some motivated, some depressed
and unfortunately some consumed by it. At no time in
history has there been a better time to be obsessed with
weather. Real time radar on your Smartphone seems to
be the pinnacle of weather awareness. As for me, I love
driving in the rain, but I just don’t like cleaning the car
afterwards. But my disdain for detailing is completely
outweighed by the chance to spend time with my friends.
Please keep that in mind when you are looking at the
forecast the evening before one of our RSR driving events.
There is also a good chance that the forecast will be
wrong and that the proposed torrential downpour turns
out to be a perfect sun filled day.
This preamble about weather was triggered by
the forecast for our first Drivers’ Education event at
Waterford. I kept on seeing the dreaded 100% chance of
rain on weather.com. The night before it had improved to
90% chance of rain. I was truly worried for our Beginners.
There is already enough anxiety imposed on someone’s
first track event without bad weather compounding the
nervousness and creating an unenjoyable situation. I was
not able to make the Waterford Beginners’ Day event but

I did make some calls to check on the conditions. I was so
happy to hear that once again the people who forecast
the weather have the accuracy of moldy fruit. It was great
to know that the day’s participants, seasoned and new,
got some laps in the dry. Thank you to the Instructors and
volunteers who made the day possible, with special notice
to Christian Maloof for his expert oversight of the event
and Tom Krueger for his diligence and accuracy with the
registration. Again this year we saw former RSR President
Pat Jeske making his lengthy morning drive to make sure
we don’t “ball up” distributing the event packets he puts
so much time into. Lastly, RSR has again been treated to
the relentless support from James Snider & Tim Pott from
ArborMotion with their snacks and beverages. We are
also lucky to have Tim available to offer technical help
when mechanical issues arise.
The Saturday following Waterford saw another
seasonally affected change. Tim Pott’s monthly tech
session will go into hibernation until October. This last
Time with Tim was again a “not to miss” event. As you
saw right here in the Bahn Stormer, it was decided to
feed everyone in celebration of a terrific season of TwT’s.
Tim laid out his typical excellent breakfast, albeit a light
one, so as to leave room for some grilled burgers, dogs
and chicken wings. Big thanks go to RSR’s own master
Chef, Burghard Linn for handling all the grilling as well as
dealing with vortices created by the building that kept
the grill’s exhaust tightly wrapped around him. I’m sure
he got smoked just as long as Arby’s new brisket does.
But these gatherings are more than just eating. They are
also about spending time with old friends and meeting
new people, people that have yet to hear all your Porsche
stories. With the Ann Arbor Cars and Coffee wrapping up
at 9:00, it has forced a new arrival time at TwT. What this
basically means is a longer time to casually bench race
before the heavy tech talk starts. For this last round Tim
covered wheel alignment settings and how they relate
to Porsche handling, both on and off the track. Everyone
in attendance also got to see a real time alignment on
ArborMotion’s new state of the art alignment rack. High
tech at its best. Thanks Tim for the substantial effort and
financial expenditure you put in every month!!
The highlight for many was not the oily bits as much
as it was the information dispensed by our guest speaker
Todd Merzwiak. Todd drove up from Ohio at my request to
discuss car insurance. His company, Westgate Insurance,
(Continued on Page 5)

RSR Calendar of Events
June 1 (Sun.): Spring Gimmick Rally 1:00 PM -- Hosted
by Mike & Kathy O’Rear
June 3 (Tue.): RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth
June 20-22 (Fri.-Sun.): Grattan Raceway Drivers’ Education
July 1 (Tue.): RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth
July 12 (Sat.): Irish Hills and Lake Tour. Hosted by Dave
& Norah Cooper.

August 19 (Tues.): Waterford Hills Drivers’ Education
September 2 (Tue.): RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth
September 16 (Tues.): Waterford Hills Drivers’ Education
October 7 (Tue.): RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth
October 11 (Sat.): Fall Color Tour 1 PM. Hosted by
Stewart and Sally Free.

July 15 (Tues.): Waterford Hills Drivers’ Education

November 1 (Sat.): Polar Bear Run. Hosted by Sebastian
Gaeta

July 25 (Fri.): 7:00PM - 10:00PM: Autobahn Night @
Concours d’Elegance (see pages 8 & 13)

November 4 (Tue.): RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

July 27 (Sun.): Concour d’Elegance at the Inn at St.
Johns. (See “Ad” on page 13)

December 2 (Tue.): RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

August 5 (Tue.): RSR Club Meeting 7:00 PM -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

Mid- December (TBD): RSR Christmas Party. Hosted by
President Rick and First Lady Lynda Mammel.

For more information on surrounding area events, see “Around the Zone” on page 21.
(Traction Control from Page 4)
is an advertiser and Todd also looks after the insurance
policies of many of our member fleets. You won’t find
anyone more knowledgeable and experienced when it
comes to insuring Porsches. Former President of our sister
Maumee Valley Region and owner of several Porsches
himself, no one is in a better position than Todd to make
sure your vehicle does not slip from its collector car status
and onto the same sheet of paper with the blue book
value of a Toyota Yarus. Judging by the discussion going
30 minutes overtime due to constant questions, I would
say his presentation was well received. One item that
stayed constantly on top of the inquiry list was Westfield’s
coverage of your car when used on a track. Just to keep it
straight Westgate is the agent for the Westfield Insurance

Company. Check their policy out if you do not have
coverage for DE’s. Many came up to me and said they
thought the insurance talk was going to be a snoozer,
but after the discussion they all wished we had more
time. I like to think of insurance like a quality hemorrhoid
treatment, sits out of sight until you need it, and when
you do need it, you are pretty happy to have the best stuff
available.
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The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. .
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen
PO Box 6400
Columbia, MD 21046
and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama
and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with
PCA national.
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Autobahn Night
Concours of America at St. Johns
Friday July 25th
Mark your calendar for the first annual Autobahn Night at Concours of America at St.
Johns, held on Friday, July 25th from 7-10PM in the parking lot in front of the St. John’s
Hotel, 44045 5 Mile Rd, Plymouth Township, MI 48170.
Join German Car Clubs and enthusiasts for a WUNDERBAR evening including food, music, along with People’s Choice
awards while meeting new friends and connecting with old ones. Cost is just $15, and you can sign up here: https://
www-concoursusa-org.ticketbud.com/www-concoursusa-org.
Get your Autobahn Cruiser buffed and polished, and come help celebrate legendary German automotive engineering with an evening of fun and camaraderie.
Space is limited, so early sign up is encouraged.
Event Chair: John Briggs— johnrb@comcast.net
THIS IS NOT A RALLY SPORT REGION OR PORSCHE CLUB OF AMERICA EVENT

TODD J. MIERZWIAK
PRESIDENT

WESTGATE

INSURANCE AGENCY

3450 W. CENTRAL AVENUE, SUITE 344
TOLEDO, OH 43606
(419) 536-2213 FAX (419) 536-0221
CELLULAR (419) 283-5593
www.westgateagency.com
todd@westgateagency.com

Membership Information
Glenn Trapp, our Membership Chair (and
Historian), has undertaken the arduous task
of adding associate members’ names when
members are recognized for their anniversaries. It is our hope that not too many spouses
names have changed since you completed
your registration on the National PCA website.
We regret any errors, if they occur, and
encourage you to update your profile on the
website. The profile includes your address,
phone, associate member and vehicles.
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Membership
Current Membership 453*
Welcome New Members
James Alvey
Saline, MI
2014 Boxster

Gerald Knight
Ann Arbor, MI
2013 Gray Panamera

Randy & Tara Beikmann
Brighton, MI
2007 Silver Cayman S

Neal Nickerson
Brighton, MI
2013 Gray Boxster

* Includes 262 Primary Members

Dan Quick & Barb Amato
Belle River, ON Canada
2009 Silver 911 C2

Member Anniversaries

Ron & Jolanta Pruette.................................. 7
James & Laura Walesch............................... 7
Fran & Laurie Lanciaux................................ 6
George & Linda Boreczky............................ 5
Ken & Kathie Knight..................................... 5
Ron Silva...................................................... 5
Trent Warnke............................................... 5
Danny & Michelle Young............................. 5
Kevin Kral..................................................... 4
Winston & Stephanie Benedict................... 2
Darryl & Helena Toth................................... 2
Dan & Maureen Vargovick........................... 2
Cornelia Beck-Harmel & Gerd Harmel......... 1
Richard Dickerson........................................ 1
Tony & Debbie LaCivita................................ 1
Arthur Lawrence.......................................... 1
Linsen Li & Lenny Urena Valerio.................. 1
Tim McMahon & Cindy Dixon...................... 1

Dawn White & Jay Fash............................. 38
John & Doris Melvin.................................. 37
Gene & Susie Goodson.............................. 34
Roger Garrell & Katie Sharp....................... 28
Dan & Mary Ann Kantrow......................... 27
Andy & Gail Bacon..................................... 20
George Snook & Nancy Duffy-Snook......... 17
James & Cathy Schorr................................ 16
Al & Kathleen Wright................................. 16
Michael Deleeuw & Cherie McMullen...... 15
William & Katrina Guttrich........................ 15
Doreen Ganos............................................ 13
Justin & Lauren Cialella............................. 10
Michael & Marcea Metzler........................ 10
Amanda Maehling....................................... 8
Ulf Maier..................................................... 8
Michael & Brenda Sue Pillay........................ 8
Rick & Lynda Mammel................................. 7

	
  

3rd Saturday of Every
Month
(April – Oct)
	
  

All	
  Cars	
  &	
  Enthusiasts	
  Welcome!	
  

	
  

For	
  more	
  information	
  on	
  Cars	
  and	
  Coffee	
  –	
  	
  
jonheidorn@comcast.net	
  

April	
  19,	
  May	
  17,	
  June	
  21,	
  July	
  19,	
  August	
  16,	
  
September	
  20,	
  October	
  18	
  

Join	
  us	
  at	
  Zingerman’s	
  Roadhouse	
  
2501	
  Jackson	
  Ave,	
  Ann	
  Arbor	
  

7:30am	
  –	
  9:00am	
  

	
  

This	
  is	
  Not	
  A	
  Rally	
  Sport	
  Region	
  –	
  Porsche	
  Club	
  of	
  America	
  Event	
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Time With Tim
Story by Mike O’Rear and photos by Membership Chair Glenn Trapp

May 17th was the date for the final Time With Tim for
this winter season -- and it was a good one. Tim took
participants through the elements of aligning a car as well
as demonstrating the latest in high tech alignment equipment at his facility.
Then Maumee Valley Region PCA member and
Westgate Insurance owner Todd Mierzwiak held an open
question and answer (we had the questions, Todd had the
answers) session on car insurance as it applies to the car
enthusiast. Terms such as “agreed” versus “stated” value

and “diminshed value” were discussed in detail. Unlike
many other insurance agents, Todd has access to companies that enthusiastically embrace insuring cars that are
used for non-timed track events (e.g. Drivers’ Education)
-- a point of great interest to those who track their cars.
In addition to the normal breakfast spread hosted by
ArborMotion, there was also a barbecue lunch with Chef
Burghard Linn and President Rick manning the grill.
Now the long wait until Tim comes back with more
interesting car talks next fall.

Todd Mierzwiak, owner of Westgate
Insurance, enlightened participants on
the car insurance details of interest to
enthusiasts. Todd is an advertiser in the
Bahn Stormer and a Porsche owner who
“tracks” so you know he is a good guy.

President Rick Mammel presents Tim and ArborMotion with a
plaque recognizing their contributions to our members’ understanding of their Porsches and automotive systems in general.
11
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Monjuïc Circuit, Barcelona, Spain
By Regular Contributor and RSR Member Jeremy Goddard
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Nowadays, my job is headquartered in Barcelona - in
Cataluña in the north-east of Spain - and I am fortunate
enough to have to trek there every six weeks or so to report on North American activities and spend time with the
global-management team. Casual exploration of the area
around Barcelona reveals that there has been significant
motorsport since the first Catalan Cup in 1908. A banked
oval track was built near Sitges in 1924 (go to YouTube
to see Carlos Sainz thrashing an R8 around it last year to
break the ancient lap record) - around the same time as
Brooklands in the UK - and several other road racing circuits were established. I am researching the route of the
nine-mile Vilafranca road course at the moment.
Readily accessible to you today is the former Grand
Prix circuit in Barcelona itself. Although a race ran around
the park and harbor of Montjuïc Park in 1932, it was not
until the following year that the Penya Rhin Grand Prix
took place around this mountainside street circuit within
the city limits. From the inaugural event until its retirement as a competition track four decades later, the road
layout remained virtually unchanged. With its fast, flowing sweepers and tight descents, the Montjuïc Circuit was
always a driver favorite well into modern times.
The Penya Rhin Grand Prix itself was held for only
four years - Tazio Nuvolari won one of them in an Alfa
Romeo – but when Spain descended into civil war, followed by the second world war, racing in Spain became
extremely sporadic and then ground to a halt altogether.
When peace returned to European shores, however, motor racing also returned to Spain in 1946, although only
for sports car racing at Montjuïc Park. In 1954, the first
internationally-recognized events at the track saw the

Montjuïc Cup running again, now under Sportscar rules.
In the early 1960’s, motorbikes took to the circuit for the
Montjuïc 24 Hour Endurance Race.
With Formula 3 proving to be popular at the circuit,
thoughts turned to the possibility of bringing Formula 1
itself to Montjuïc. A Formula 2 race was held in 1966 as a
trial; the field – comprising Jack Brabham, Jackie Stewart,
Graham Hill, Jim Clark and many other notables – liked
the track and, following a few more successful events, it
was decided the Spanish Grand Prix would be set up to
alternate with Jarama from 1969 onward. After a gap
of thirty-three years, top-flight machinery would return
again! With the circuit approved for running early in the
year, the first of four Formula 1 races held at the Montjuïc
Circuit was run on May 4th 1969.
Stewart won both the 1969 and 1971 events. However, there was a telling accident during the 1969 race: Hill
lost control of his Lotus 49B as he went airborne over the
famed “stadium jump” and hit the barrier. Although the
double-World Champion was uninjured, his teammate,
Jochen Rindt, lost control five laps later at the same point
and hit the wreckage of Hill’s car…
The races at Montjuïc provided some interesting firsts
for Grand Prix racing. Unlike all the other races on the
Formula 1 calendar, events at the track were run during
the morning hours - often starting at 10am and ending just
prior to midday (fans would then stroll down the shallow
slopes in the afternoon to watch the regular bullfighting
shows at the large arena by the Plaza España).
More significantly, the 1971 Spanish Grand Prix was
the first Formula 1 race to run with slick tires - provided
(Conntinued on page 15)

by Firestone. (Firestone had been running slick rubber
at oval races in the US IndyCar series successfully for ten
years, but Montjuïc was the first venue for F1: it rained
throughout practice, and the first time slicks were ever
used in Formula 1 was when the race itself started.) Stewart stayed true to Goodyear, and his 1971 win over Jacky
Ickx’s Ferrari bolstered his confidence in the brand.
At the shortened 1975 Spanish Grand Prix at
Montjuïc (see below), Lella Lombardi became the first and
only woman to score points so far in the history of the
World Championship with her half point; her achievement
is rather overlooked because of the dominant story in the
race.
Prior to the 1975 practice, the drivers complained
vociferously about the casual construction of the safety
barriers and guardrails at certain points of the track. The
Armco barriers were poorly assembled, and the drivers
called a strike and refused to practice or race until the
barriers were properly installed. Circuit workers and several race mechanics worked overnight to fix some of the
railings in time for qualifying, but it was not good enough;
a furious Emerson Fittipaldi crawled around the circuit to
protest in his McLaren, and went home. Fittipaldi’s older
brother, Wilson, and Arturo Merzario also pulled out.
With the race facing cancellation, the organizers
threatened legal action against the teams and drivers;
rumors of the Spanish Civil Guard impounding the cars
floated around the paddock. Under such pressure, the
race went ahead under severe protest. Following a couple
of minor incidents during the early laps, Rolf Stommelen
held the lead in his Embassy-Hill Lola when tragedy struck
on the 26th lap.
Approaching the Stadium jump at 160 mph, Stommelen’s rear wing collapsed, his car pitched and bounced
off the weakened retainers and was thrown across the
other side of the circuit. His car glanced off the Brabham
of Carlos Pace, went airborne through a lamp post and
destroyed a barrier on the far side of the road. In taking
out the lamp post, Stommelen’s car destroyed TV and
communications cables, and details of the accident only
reached the pits some ten minutes later. The red flag came
out on lap 29 and Jochen Mass was awarded a hollow victory...
Stommelen’s accident claimed the lives of four
people (two spectators, a photographer and a fireman)
and left Rolf with a broken leg, wrist and several cracked
ribs. The fate of Montjuïc was sealed: even in the dangertolerant 1970’s, the circuit was judged unsafe for top-rank
motor racing, and Formula 1 would never return to compete in its fast, sweeping streets.

Stommelen’s crash
The popularity of the circuit remained high with older
fans, but 1975 showed that this glorious track had outlived its worth in modern motorsports and racing ceased
permanently. In 2007, the Martini-Legends honored the
75th anniversary of Montjuïc; Emerson Fittipaldi returned
to drive around the track in his Lotus 72, while Marc Gene
also lapped in a 2006-spec Ferrari Formula 1 car.
When considering the current sterile and safe Tilke
tracks of today, the challenges of the Montjuïc Circuit sit
square with the romance and danger of the old Spa and
the Nuerburgring, and even Monaco. Updated to today’s
standards, it would be neutered and reduced. But one
of the sport’s finest circuits – with its spectacular views,
fast sweeps, tight descents and troubled history - is sitting
quietly and available, ready for you to experience today
with your family.
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Beginners’ Day Drivers’ Education Event
Story and photos by Bahn Stormer Editor Mike O’Rear

Rally Sport Region’s opening day Drivers’ Education event
was a hit, in spite of a mid-afternoon rain deluge. Sixtyeight enthusiasts showed up with several first timers giving high performance driving a try. In spite of the rain and
thunder, which caused some schedule juggling, those who
stayed got in plenty of drive time.

President Rick has covered the “thank yous” for those
who make this, and all of our Drivers’ Education events
possible. Check the calendar for the upcoming DE days
and consider joining us.

Ali Breeding experienced Beginners’
Day in 2000 911 C4.
What is there to say?

John Thomson tried Beginners’ Day in a
brand new Porsche Cayman S.

Christian Maloof, at the Drivers’
Meeting, again demonstrated
how to run a first class track
event.

Steve Ramsburg tried DE in a new, to
him, 2006 C2 Cabriolet that he had
driven a total of less than 50 miles before the event.

PVGP (Pittsburg Vintage Gran Prix) Details
The main event is the Saturday July 19th car show on the
golf course at Schenley Park in the heart of the city. There
are vintage qualifier races that day. The car show continues Sunday, with the actual races taking place throughout
the day.
New this year for our Club will be the Top 10 Peoples’
Choice Concours, which will take place at the Saturday car
show and is open to all registered Porsches in attendance.
We will also again host our “out of town” Club friends – at
the Double Wide Grill, but this year at the Mars, PA, location (close to hotels just North of the city and right off the
PA turnpike), on Friday evening July18, from 5 pm until
??? – last year’s party was memorable! It will also include

a Porsche car only show for all those in attendance, with
safe parking, good food, and (in the works) a live band.
For those arriving to the party early there will be the Cars
& Guitars Concert at the Hard Rock Café, on Thursday July
17th, from 8 pm to 11pm. We have reserved two tables
for this event.
The PVGP is itself a worthy event - proceeds from registration go to the Autism Society of Pittsburgh and the Allegheny Valley School, a place providing residence, treatment
and services to developmentally disabled individuals. It is
our largest charity fundraiser each year and in 2013 PVGP
donated a record setting $350,000 to AVS and Autism
Society of Pittsburgh
17

	
  

20th	
  Anniversary	
  
Friday	
  July	
  11th	
  2014	
  –	
  Rain	
  or	
  shine	
  	
  
	
  
We	
  will	
  gather	
  at	
  a	
  nearby	
  location	
  between	
  noon	
  and	
  1	
  pm.	
  
The	
  plan	
  is	
  to	
  all	
  get	
  in	
  line	
  by	
  2	
  pm	
  so	
  that	
  our	
  group	
  can	
  park	
  in	
  the	
  same	
  area.	
  
Email	
  jdowty3@gmail.com	
  to	
  RSVP	
  and	
  coordinate	
  the	
  meeting	
  location	
  and	
  time.	
  
	
  
Pre-‐registration	
  is	
  recommended	
  
NON-REFUNDABLE PRE-REGISTRATION by June 15 $20 – DAY OF THE SHOW $35	
  

	
  
Official	
  website	
  http://mainstreetannarbor.org/2014/05/rolling-‐sculpture-‐car-‐show-‐july-‐11-‐2014-‐2pm-‐to-‐10pm-‐20th-‐anniversary/	
  
Registration	
  flyer	
  http://mainstreetannarbor.org/wp-‐content/uploads/2014/05/Car-‐Show-‐2014-‐Registration.jpg	
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Boxster + Time (The Ultimate Luxury = Road Trip!)
Story by RSR Member Conrad Zumhagen

The Car
Once upon a time (2000), I bought a new Boxster and
was an RSR member (but that’s another story). Recently, I
joined my long-term friend Michael Cohen and his partner,
Matt Fenster (both Porschephiles and SEMPA members)
in their venture, SellYourSportsCar.net. The only problem:
I was now working in the toy store and, given that I can
resist anything but temptation, came across a nice, one
owner, 30K mi. 987 Boxster in the right colors. So I just had
to get it, and re-join the club.
Sure, it’s no 911, or an S – but quick enough for my
purposes, especially above 4,000 RPM. The 2.7 is still a
fine automotive example of “The Little Engine That Could”.
The Trip
My “car girl” partner, Kathy, had a week’s break from
teaching school, so we looked at each other and simultaneously said, “Road trip!” Having had it with the seemingly interminable winter, we headed south, in search of
spring and top-down weather. We found both, and life was
good again - especially in a Porsche!
We set the GPS to avoid highways and headed down
through Ohio to Salt Fork State Park (recommended, as
are all the Ohio and Kentucky state park lodges): 236
miles, mostly on OH-250 - a pleasant road, even better
when you get into Southeast Ohio, with its many twisties.
Our second leg went to Elkins, West Virginia (on
the northwest end of Monongahela National Forest):
200 miles on OH-22 E, to OH-800 South (great road, to
Sistersville West Virginia, with a lot of twisties), to OH-7
(southwest, along the Ohio River), then US-50.
Next leg, from Elkins, West Virginia on US-33 E & WV28 S: lots of lovely two-lanes through the Monongahela
National Forest. Great scenery, though few gas stations.
Then down WV-92 to US-219. At one of our stops in WV, a
local 10-year-old boy asked, “Is that a Ferrari?” I said, “No,
son, it’s a Porsche, which is even better.” He grinned and
bought it. Me too.
We drove from Richlands, VA to Natural Bridge State
Park in Slade, KY, on US-460 W (~70 mi of nice, hilly, windy
road, to the KY-402 parkway (less winding, but a very
pleasant stretch). The Lodge there is a great place to stay,
and the Natural Bridge is worth seeing - so we did, leaving
the car and taking the handy, “chairy scarelift” (I’m not big

on being high above rocky ground in a chair on a string).
The car was waiting for us at the end of the long and
steep waking path down the mountain. If it could talk, it
might have mocked us by saying (as they do on Top Gear,
right before a disaster), “How hard could it be?” Well, it
sure was a lot tougher walking down the steep and rocky
trail than it was riding up..
It turns out that, as beautiful as the scenic roads in
Kentucky may be, there are quite a few “dry” counties –
but only the ones you’re in when you really want a beer
or a glass of wine before dinner. So, we had to drive 20
miles each way to Mayfield to find our adult beverages of
choice. However, with sunny and 60+ degree F. weather,
the top down, and a clear road, we just toughed it out,
and made the run. In the spirit of research, we also determined that the factory windblocker works just fine at
speeds in excess of 110 mph, allowing polite conversation
to be had. Clever, those Porsche engineers.
Lessons Learned
1. If you find yourself stopped at the end of a couple of
miles of dirt road in the middle of the woods at Salt
Fork State Park, with Siri saying, “You have reached
your destination”, you just might have set Apple Maps
to “walking”, when you just wanted to avoid highways.
When the nice couple coming the other way in their
pickup truck stopped to ask, “What’s a nice couple in
a Porsche doing here?” I smiled and answered, “Good
question”, then skulked away in search of a place to
turn around and follow them to the nearest paved
road.
2. Having switched to Google maps, we missed a turn and
got off OH-800 (one of the better long runs), thinking
we’d just continue to route back onto it via the county
roads. We found ourselves on a series of 1.5 lane sortof-paved back roads in rural coal-country West Virginia,
thinking we might have just heard banjo music. We
then realized that even switching to Google Maps (and
choosing, “avoid highways”) is no guarantee that the
route includes civilization – or the possibility of using
any gear above third for a while. A veritable slice of
Americana, though.

(Continued on Page 31)
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We offer an excellent selection of cars for immediate delivery....
or place your order.
We can also help you find the new (or used) Porsche of your dreams.

Porsche of Ann Arbor

Come visit our brand new Porsche building
2575 South State Street, Ann arbor, MI 48104
Take I-94 to State Street. go North 1/2 mile...
Porsche of Ann Arbor is on the right.
Porsche Sales 734.761.3200
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Around The Zone
By Michael Soriano
Zone 4 Representative
Greetings PCA Zone 4 Members,
With the summer driving season already here, hopefully
all of you have had many occasions to enjoy the beautiful
weather and lots of Porsche fellowship. I have already
visited a number of regions throughout the zone, and
had the opportunity to spend time on the track as well
as at many social gatherings and fun-filled activities, and
at each event I always appreciate meeting all of the PCA
members that take the time to welcome me to their
region. At each of these visits, I am always reminded that
for me the PCA motto is so true, It’s not just the cars, it’s
the people!
There are a lot of improvements being made within
PCA to help get information to our members more easily.
If you have not had a chance to visit the new PCA website,
it has been fully updated. Also, our new Zone 4 Webmaster, Bob Harris has spent a great deal of time and has
done a wonderful job updating the zone 4 website. At the
Presidents’ meeting, I compiled the event calendars for all
of the regions within our zone in order to create a Zone 4
Master Calendar. This master calendar has been created
and will soon be available on the zone 4 website, so don’t
forget to check out the new website http://zone4.pca.
org to learn about events being hosted by your neighboring regions; I know they would love to have you attend.
This month many of us will travel to Monterey, CA, to
participate in the 59th annual Porsche Parade, a nationally
organized week long extravaganza of competitive events
and spectacular sightseeing, but for those of you not venturing west, there are a multitude of events to keep you
entertained.
My schedule is quite full and as I continue travelling
throughout the zone visiting all of the regions, I am reminded how truly special the Porsche camaraderie is, and
I hope you will expand your horizons and travel to some of
the outstanding events being held throughout Zone 4.
Please consider attending other regions’ events, such as:
• Rally Sport Region is holding a Gimmick Rally on June 1
• June 5 Central Indiana Region members are attending
O’Daniel Porsche night at Germanfest
• Michiana Region members will be attending the Vintage Races at Indy on June 6-7
• June 8 is Southeast Michigan Region’s family day at

Waterford Hills
• Ohio Valley Region is attending the Ault Park Concours
on June 8
• Allegheny and Northern Ohio Regions are holding a DE
at Nelson Ledges on June 13-15
• Central Indiana Region’s CruZionsville is June 14
• On June 15 Michiana Region will be holding an Autocross at Tire Rack
• Mid-Ohio Region’s 3rd Thursday Social Gathering is
June 19
• Rally Sport Region’s Driver’s Education at Grattan is
June 20-22
• Eastern Buckeye Region is hosting a dinner drive on
June 21
• Western Michigan Region’s Drive up to Traverse City is
June 21
• Motor-Stadt Region’s Porsche People and Pizza is June
26
• June 27 is Maumee Valley Region’s Dinner and Drive-In
I look forward to having the opportunity of meeting
each and every one of you at these upcoming events. If
you have any questions of comments please feel free to
contact me at MSoriano.ZoneRep@gmail.com
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.

Gran

er Av

e.
Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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275

5

24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Ramblings From a Life With Cars - The Ten Percenter
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

The Ten Percenter
One of the recurring themes that we read in car enthusiast magazines is that today’s cars are not being designed
for the true driving enthusiast. If electric assist steering
and automatic shifting transmissions are abhorred by the
car buying public then what company in their right mind
would make them mandatory features? Who are they designing these cars for? Little by little I believe I am piecing
the picture together to explain these trends in automotive
development.
One of the recent statistics that I heard was that engineers studied car driving behavior and determined that
90% of the time the car is being driven in a straight line.
As such the idea of steering feel or feedback becomes
irrelevant. If steering only needs to be assisted 10% of
the time then it is not necessary to provide a complex and
heavy hydraulic power steering assist system. Substitute
light weight and simple electric motor assisted steering
and the car becomes lighter, more efficient and perhaps
most important it will be cheaper to manufacture and
maintain. Don’t worry about the 10% of drivers who will
actually notice the lack of feel in the steering. It makes
logical sense when it is explained that way.
Carry that to the next step and the engineers will
tell you that the studies show that a majority of drivers today do not know how to drive a standard shift
car. Another statistic is that the majority of miles being
driven are in heavy traffic situations where shifting is a
burden and in general wastes gas. With the advancement in transmission engineering the automatic provides
the efficiency mandated by government regulation and
the “manual” shift capabilities for the occasional sporting moment. Customer studies actually found that the
average driver and even the expert driver took advantage
of the automatic shifting capabilities in almost all driving
situations including track driving. The bottom line is that
the automatic is faster to drive than the manual. You can’t
miss a shift in an automatic and even if you try to put it in
the wrong gear it is smart enough to correct your mistake.
Like the active handling computers, it makes the driver
look more talented than he really is and who wouldn’t
want that? And even if you do drive a manual trans car
why would you not want the automatic engine match rev
blip?
In fact name almost any feature on a modern car and
you will be able to find the engineering or marketing study

that explains why it is the new norm. It may not be popular with the 10% of the driving population that yearns for
the good old days of car design. Car magazine writers
are the most vociferous about manufacturers not offering
manual shift transmissions in modern cars. But automotive writers are a small sample of the driving public and
apparently do not have the true ear of the buying public.
It is hard for the 10% of the enthusiast driving public to
argue their point when they contribute so little to the
manufacturers’ profits. Based on the repeated sales
records being set it would appear the manufacturers are
spot on in their model lineup.
But you might argue that the manufacturers didn’t
consult you when they decided all cars would have automatics and electric assisted steering, and soon electric
assisted braking to go with the electric parking brake and
gas pedal. If you have been buying your sports car used
for the past four decades as I have, they truly don’t have
to care what you think. Of the complaining viewpoints I
have read most seem to come from people who had not
bought a new Porsche in at least the last five years. Perhaps they are like me and worry about the choices we will
have when we shop in the used car market over the next
decade.
But how do manufacturers know what the current
buying public will demand? It is called demographics and
consumer profiling. There is more data being compiled
about consumer buying habits than ever before in history. It is a scary thought but every Internet search you
do whether on your mobile phone or home computer is
logged by dozens of businesses, never mind the government agencies that get all the press coverage, and it is all
legal. Every purchase you make whether cash or credit
usually has some sort of trace and logged data record
often under the guise of warranty coverage and customer
satisfaction. All modern day cars have extensive data
logging and some have passive Internet access to track car
driving habits and in many cases even a GPS tracked location. This kind of data gives a complete perspective on
how the car is driven but not how much pleasure it gives
to drive it.
So when you read that self driving cars are in our near
future you can be sure it is true and that it has sound
marketing and engineering analysis behind every business
decision. Opinion polls reveal that the majority of the
(Continued on Page 30)
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How a Porsche 3.2 Liter Carrera is Like a Bar of Soap
Story and photos by RSR President Rick Mammel

Ever notice that point where an “in service” bar of soap
creates the perfect balance between new and that
smoothed over shape that just feels right your hand. (That
perfect organic shape where the radii and their tangents
defy demarcation.) I used to own a Porsche that felt like
that, an ‘88 Carrera that fit my hand the same way the bar
of soap does. The key difference is where you have a very
finite time to enjoy the soap’s moment of perfection, the
car stays in the sweet spot much longer. Well ……… that is
…….unless you sell it !!

We have all been watching the prices collector cars
have been selling for. I’m not sure if it is one last push
from the Baby Boomers before they get put in the ground
or a cycle which repeats every 8 years. Maybe it is the realization that new cars lack everything that creates passion
for the driver. Sure the technology is there, you can handsfree check the weather in Stuttgart, all the while emailing
your pick-up order to the pizza place. Chances are a new
car will never make you walk and it will be there to correct
you if you go outside your lane, misjudge your braking
distance, or completely overcook a corner. All these new
driver systems can even save your rear when you fall
asleep behind the wheel. The older cars approach the
problem in a different way. They were so far from a numbing drive that there was no chance you could ever nod off.
Sway from your lane, you hit something. Miss judge your
braking distance, lock up the wheels, then hit something.
Go too fast into a corner and not be able to hold it……. yes,
hit something. But these pure systems are the very things
that bring the raw driving experience into a vehicle.
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For a large portion of this readership we did not know
any better with our earlier cars and were quite content
with the lack of what we had. There was also a crossover
point before cell phones that you had to use a pay phone
to call for assistance when the car stopped working.
Actually the automobile’s reliability index seems to have
improved in parallel to proliferation of cell phone use.
Back to my point, older cars are more fun to drive. Their
more primitive systems reward the driver with a visceral
feedback that no electric steering system could ever offer.
You could feel the engine vibrations through the throttle
pedal and shift lever. That was a good feature, not bad.
This rush to buy collectable cars is again driving up
values. As this happens, prices rise above the median
which in turn elevates lower segment vehicles into a prime
category. For 911 lovers this is what is happening to the
short hood cars ( 1974-1989.) In the past three years, appreciation of the long hood cars has now risen to the point
where junkers that just 10 years before were not considered re-buildable are now considered prime purchases.
Heaven forbid you want a 1972 911 barn find!!! So the
last of the pure 911’s ( 2.7 to 3.2 liter) have now landed on
the elevator to unaffordable. Even the undesirable models
are appreciating, although not as quite as quickly. For the
sake of space requirements let’s move past the 2.7’s and
3.0’s and get to the bar of soap, the 3.2 Carrera, the most
sought after version being the G50 transmission equipped
cars from 1987 to 1989.
I often see the current prices for what an ‘88 Carrera
is currently fetching and suffer a spontaneous bout of depression. What tops the situation is most of the cars have
well over 100K miles making my old one a bit of a find
with only 90K on it. I truly regret not having it around anymore, and none of that regret is based on potential sales
value but on its “bar of soap” value. There will never be
a Porsche 911 model that checks all the boxes like a late
model 3.2 Carrera. It is at the point of evolution where it
seldom makes you walk, is fast enough to get speeding
tickets, yet primitive enough that your perpetually failing
power widow switch forces you to hand the Traffic Officer
your registration through an open door. The end point of
evolution also means that the factory, dealers and customers have all resolved the design and production issues
found in the early iterations. There is a reason most of
these cars have easily notched up well over 100,000 miles.

As for checking all the right boxes, that certainly is a
subjective statement. But I would be remiss if I did not
interject my personal opinion, (why change now??) on to
what the optimum balance between high tech and old
school content should be. The key to the old school feel
is confirmed by everything that you touch as a driver to
control the car’s pace. There are modern considerations
the Carrera offers over the earlier 911’s, A/C, gripping
power seats, power windows, power brakes all pay homage to comfort and convenience, but that is about all.
Comfort aside, the 911 is about covering terra firma with
velocity and pace. Compared to current production car
horsepower, which includes 4 cylinder economy cars, the
stock Carrera’s 217 does not stand out and pulling 2900
lbs. makes it a modest application. But, chip the engine
controller and let that extra burnt fuel out of the engine
with a set of SSI exhaust headers and the Carrera will
post numbers to match the original flagship Porsche, the
1976 Turbo. It will also do it with better drivability and a
terrifically improved shifting. Presenting the early Turbo as
a benchmark to a late model Carrera may seem odd since
they are 12 years apart, but for so many pundits the 76
Turbo was game changing when it launched here in the
US. The cars effectively share the same chassis with the
main difference being suspension mounting points and
the unique suspension that attaches to those points. As
model evolution has always demonstrated, Porsches end
of the run model is always the best. Once the turbo got
to 1978 it started on a path to becoming a giant killer and
also widened the gap to the naturally aspirated Carrera for
power, braking and some would support …..handling. But,
with little brother offering digital engine management and
a slick shifting 5 speed gearbox non-turbo car will always
be a better driving car when compared to the entire 930

range.
Like all Porsche 911’s, the 3.2 Carrera easily welcomes
upgrades from the aftermarket and Porsche donor cars
alike. My red ’88, shown here, benefited with help
from UPS after a few selective mouse clicks. The car was
purchased in a stock condition with thoughts to “leave it
alone,” but nothing ever goes as planned, does it? The few
changes received truly transformed the car. Bilstien sport
shocks, 944 turbo 4 piston calipers front and rear, and 9”
turbo rear wheels got the chassis in order. An ECU chip
and SSI headers got the motor in order. Besides these improvements allowing the Carrera to keep a 964’s bumper
in sight, it also gave the car a terrific stance.
If you ever find yourself thinking of buying an older 911
for fun but the little voice is whispering “investment” then
the 3.2 Carrera’s will integrate fun and investment closer
together than any other 911 model. Even if the market
hits its ceiling you should still enjoy years “free” ownership should you choose sell the car. If you’re the type of
person penchant to thoughts of regret, don’t sell it and
live happily ever after. Make sure you are confident in its
replacement before you watch the next owner driving
your Carrera away to its new home.
What we Editorial Types Call Filler
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Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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Drivers’ Education Season Is Here
Story by Mike O’Rear

Another year of toying with the idea of trying your hand
at track driving? Make this the year! Drivers’ Education
events offer the perfect chance for car lovers to learn
more about performance driving.

The remaining 2014 Rally Sport Region DE Schedule is as
follows:
Fri.-Sun., June 20-22 at Grattan Raceway

What is Drivers’ Education?

Tue., July 15 at Waterford Hills

Rally Sport Region’s drivers’ education is nothing like the
driving classes you had in high school (or perhaps through
the Sears Driving School). RSR’s DEs offer you the chance
to learn advanced driving techniques on a real race track.
DEs take place over the course of a day or weekend,
pairing drivers of all levels with certified instructors and
allowing them to experience driving at speed. Our sessions are a safe and challenging way for you to experience
driving a Porsche the way it was meant to be driven. If you
love your car and have always wanted to learn more about
driving technique, join us!

Tue., August 19 at Waterford Hills
Tue., September 16 at Wateford Hills

When you participate in Rally Sport Region DEs you get...
*

*
*

*
*
*
*

An experienced PCA instructor (who in many cases is a
current or former race driver) assigned to you for the
duration of the day. You’ll develop a relationship that
will allow you to apply and refine what you learn on
and off the track.
Two or more classroom sessions covering proper driving technique. The classes offer plenty of time to ask
questions.
Four hands-on driving sessions (“runs”) on the track.
No need to worry about people being faster/slower
than you; you will be assigned to a group according to
your experience and ability.
“Hot Laps”: the option to ride in your instructor’s car
or have the instructor drive your car at speed. This is a
great way to see firsthand what a car can do.
Breakfast, lunch and beverages are included and
supervised by RSR Treasurer/chef extraordinaire
Burghard Linn.
If needed, a free loaner helmet.
A guaranteed relaxed, collegial and fun atmosphere!

So, if you are ready to explore the capabilities of your car
join us for one of our Drivers’ Education events.
Complete and submit the form on the facing page or, even
more conveniently, check out the Rally Sport Region website (rsp.pca.org), under the Drivers’ Education tab.

www.edwardjones.com

Graduation Is No Time to Learn

You Haven’t Saved
Enough for College.
Whether your child is in first grade or 12th, high school graduation
is just around the corner. Fortunately, Edward Jones can help you
put together a strategy to save and pay for college. Using our
education funding tool, we can estimate future expenses at more
than 3,000 schools and then recommend a financial strategy
based on your unique needs. Remember, the longer you put off
preparing for college, the harder it’ll be to pay for it.

For a personalized college cost report, call or
visit today.

David C Yu

.

Financial Advisor
.
123 N Ashley St Suite 110
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734-769-0127

Member SIPC
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Porsche Club of America

Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, May 6, 2014

Rick Mammel: President........................................Present
Tim Pott: Vice President.........................................Present
Tom Bloom..............................................................Present
Jim Christopher, Past President & Advertising.........Absent
Jim Dowty (Insurance Chair)....................................Present
George Gilligan........................................................Present
Members & Visitor Present: Tim Boertman, David Finch,
Dave Gingrich, Peter Grant, Mike Goebelbecker, Matt Gudemav, Bob Henderson, Mary Ann and Dan Kantrow, Tom
Krueger – Registrar, James Lang, Burghard Linn – Treasurer,
Christian Maloof – Track Chair, Phil Mather, K. Meyers,
Mike O’Rear – Editor, Brian and Diana Thorpe, Glenn Trapp
– Membership/Historian, Beth Trollman, Danny Young, Bob
Webber, and Conrad Zumhagen.

Mary Ann Kantrow (Secretary)................................Present
Michael Kimber.......................................................Present
John Kytasty.............................................................Present
Burghard Linn (Treasurer)........................................Present
Ron Pruette..............................................................Absent
Al Wright.................................................................Present
Track Report: Christian reported that the May track event
was almost full. The issue of the lunch fare at Waterford
was discussed.
Newsletter: Mike O’Rear reported deadline is May 21.
Website: No report.

Call to Order: Rick Mammel called the meeting to order at
7:12PM at Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth, MI.

Events Committee: The schedule of our events is listed in
the newsletter and website.

President’s Report: Rick reported that PCA National will
support a Porsche Platz on Belle Isle during the Grand
Prix event. More details will be sent out by Glenn to the
membership.

By Laws Vote: The membership in attendance approved
the Bylaw update. The Secretary and Treasurer are now
members of the Board of Directors and the quorum requirement for the board meetings has been reduced from
six to five.

Meeting Minutes: The April meeting minutes were
reviewed. Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed
unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn presented the May
Financial Reports. Motion: To approve the financial reports
passed unanimously.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any
RSR Club member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn
(burghard.linn@gmail.com).
Insurance Report: Jim Dowty ordered Insurance Certificates for the DE in May.
Goodie Store: Stitching post in Northville is to take our
orders.
Advertising Report: No report.
Membership: Glenn Trapp reported that we have 264
members.

Meeting adjourned: 8:21p.m. Minutes taken by: Mary Ann
Kantrow

(Ramblings from page 23)
driving public hate to drive on a daily basis. This encompasses the majority of miles driven on public roads. The
proof is right before your eyes with drivers who constantly
phone or text as they drive. We won’t even talk about all
the other behavior that goes on besides actual car operation. We can only hope that the few of us that are the ten
percenters who drive for enjoyment will have the cars and
the roads that permit us to continue to enjoy that privilege.
Tom Fielitz
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
2003 Porsche Carrera 4S: Unique 996 Carrera 4S widebody

	
  

	
  

with 997 GT2 Nose. Speed yellow, with painted center
console, deviated yellow stitching on seats and speed
yellow seat belts. Custom 997 GT2 front bumper (value
$5000). Has the Porsche Sport Exhaust! 3.6 liter vario-cam
motor with 6 speed manual transmission and AWD. Very
clean and well maintained. Recent high performance Sachs
clutch and updated RMS. Lowered with H&R Springs. 997
GT2 front bumper (Wicked Motorsports) with OEM Porsche
997 GT2 accessories (grilles, floating turn signal lights, etc.).
98K miles. $29,000. Call Dave at 734-207-1599 (06/14)
1989 Porsche 944: VIN WP0AA945KN451387. This car has
had only one original owner, less than 42,000 miles, and
is a completely original, unmolested car. No major repairs,
no repaints or accidents. Zermatt Silver with perfect black
leather interior. The timing belt replacement was done on
May 27, 1999 with 33,474 miles. This car must be seen to
be appreciated! Photos on request. Please call Tim Pott
for pricing or to make an appointment to see this beautiful
car. 734-548-5378, tcpott@gmail.com. (11/13)

OTHER ITEMS
DAS Sport 996 / 997 Roll Bar: Totally bolt in roll bar; fits
996 and 997 including GT3. It will NOT fit sunroof coupes.
Installation triangulates to shock towers and original seat
belt attachment - no drilling or cutting. Powder coated
black with all mounting hardware. Used in excellent condition: $850.00. Jim Christopher: 810 217 1280 or jtchristopher@comcast.net (06/14)
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GT3 Sport Seats: OEM, Recaro Sport Seats in Black Leather
(2) in very good condition – no rips or tears: $2,500.00,
offer. Jim Christopher: 810 217 1280 or jtchristopher@
comcast.net (06/14)

MOMO Race Seats - LESMO ONE: 2 Brand New 2013
Lesmo One Race Seats – Hans® compatible, range-topping,
black Fabric, fiberglass ergonomic seat. FIA Approved. 5
seat belt openings. Side mounts included and adjustable
slides to fit 996 and 997. $1,400 or best offer. Call Bill Abbe
at 313.363.6823 or email info@williamabbe.com. (06/14)
Complete Custom Wheels (CCW) 18” forged wheels: Used
for 2 seasons, style C10, black anodized finish. Light weight,
run straight and true. 9x18-50 and 12x18-50 used on a
2007 GT3RS. Will fit 996/997 wide body. $1,800 Call Tom
Krueger at 313-570-2223 or thomasjkrueger@gmail.com
(01/14)
1974 Porsche 914 Parts: Front suspension w/struts, no
calipers or steering rack, $35; steering rack, $35. Contact
Carl Morganti at carl.r.morganti@delphi.com or 480-405390 (12/13)
Porsche 993 “Cup” replica alloy wheels: -set of 4. (5
Lug with center caps). Front: 7 1/2 J x 17 H2 (model #
60374) Rear: 9 J x 17 H2 (model # 60474). Very good
condition. Only a few areas with minor scratches. Asking
$775 for the set. Please contact Kyle with any questions:
734-330-1365 kpullen@umich.edu (10/13)
Bell Helmet: Racing Series M.4, medium, w/face shield.
Certified Snell 2005. Perfect condition. New $400+. Asking $250 OBO. Asa Javier BaRa 734-497-4867. (09/13)

(Boxster Drive from page 19)
Observations & Conclusions
Usually, we care and talk about how our Porsches perform: acceleration and handling; engines and transmissions, suspensions and brakes, and I love all that. It takes
a good long road trip to appreciate some of the other
features that come with the car that you might otherwise
not notice.
Seats: now, these are the 500 mile-at-a-time, no pain
variety. Not something you usually buy a car for, but nice
to discover after you do. Kathy says her passenger seat
was the most comfortable of the total of six cars we own.
A happy navigator is always a good thing. Having left the
seating business at Johnson Controls before this model
was designed, I don’t know who made these seats, but I
am impressed.
Wipers: usually too slow, too fast, too intermittent, not
intermittent enough. The rain-sensing ones on my Boxster
remind me of the old Goldilocks comparisons. More German magic applies to this worthwhile option that’s nice to
have on the rainy parts of any road trip.
Though it’s always good to come home, we couldn’t

help but notice the deplorable condition of our roads
here in MI – in sharp contrast to those in the other states
in which we traveled. Sure, they get fewer freeze/thaw
cycles, but even northern Ohio was way better than southern Michigan. It’s always ironic that “The Motor City” area
has such crappy roads.
We thoroughly enjoyed our 1400 miles on many wonderful back roads, (with zero on an expressway). On most,
speed limits were treated as merely a suggestion - and
thankfully, there was hardly a cop in sight, and only few
beeps from the trusty V1. Strangely, we never saw another
Porsche of any kind on the entire trip. Exclusivity applies,
I suppose, and it’s great to have one of my own again.
“Porsche: There is no substitute.” Indeed! As my new plate
says, “TSCHUSZ”.

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer please
contact Mike O’Rear at morear734@gmail.com (Put
“Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line). Non-members will be charged $5.00/quarter. Ads more than
six months old may be removed unless resubmitted.
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There's a reason it's called a new beginning.
Ultra-low-mileage lease options now available.*

Porsche of Farmington Hills
37911 Grand River Avenue
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
(248) 471-0800
www.farmington-hills.
porschedealer.com
Porsche recommends

The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED
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